Press Release

SEDAPTA GROUP OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCES
THE ACQUISITION OF C.HI GROUP

Genoa, October 26th 2021 - The sedApta Group, a software provider specialized in innovative IT
solutions for digital Supply Chain and Smart Manufacturing, announces the acquisition of the C.HI
Group (Cyrius HIgh Tech).
The C.HI Group, consisting of Cyrius Consulting, Cyrius do Brasil and BSP Consulting, took its first
steps in 2001 following the initiative of Emanuele and Luca Ciriacono, with the aim of offering its
customers a partner in the path of digitalization, through the connection of skills, a wide portfolio
of ICT services and an international geographical coverage.
The Group is headquartered in Turin, Italy, and has 2 offices in São Paulo and Belo Horizonte,
Brazil. “The presence in Brazil expands the potential of our activities in a location where we are
already through Atomos Hyla, system integrator part of the Group” says Giorgio Cuttica, CEO of
the sedApta Group.
C.HI is a company with different specializations:
•

•

•
•

Cyrius is a Competence Center specialized on the main ERP issues, in particular SAP ECC
and SAP S4/HANA for large companies, SAP Business One for small-medium
enterprises;
Cyrius implements the Robotic Process Automation (RPA) technology: a cutting-edge
solution that allows to automate repetitive and time-consuming flows, offering the
ability to reduce costs and human errors;
BSP develops and markets a document product based on NOSQL databases by
integrating modern Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence algorithms;
the digital offer is completed with skills in the Web and Communication field.

"The RPA and document solutions will integrate and extend the functionalities of our OSA
(Orchestration-Support-Analytics) Suite, our approach to the orchestration of processes through
which all the actors involved can be synchronized and coordinated, transferring the right
information at the right time, to the right role, making effective decisions quickly," continues
Giorgio Cuttica. “The RPA technology, the document management system and the in-depth

expertise dedicated to the integration with ERP systems make the inclusion of Cyrius High Tech in
the sedApta Group the necessary evolution of business skills to the next level to support
customers for a more complete digital transformation”.

sedApta Group
sedApta is an international software provider headquartered in Genoa, Italy. Through its
subsidiaries and partner network, sedApta has rapidly expanded to become a key player in the
market of the innovative global supply chain digitization and Industry 4.0. Today, sedApta supports
more than 1,000 manufacturing companies in different countries and can now count on a team of
more than 450 people specialized in Smart Manufacturing solutions.
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